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Southern Report
At our recent Annual General Meeting the following positions were confirmed,
President
John Lennox
Deputy Vice President Trevor Webb
Secretary
Shared by committee
Treasurer
Phil Gourlay
Committee
Bob Broughton
David Haydon
John Presser (SSAA delegate)
Kelvin Daley (SSAA Delegate and Re Enactment Co Ord.)
Steve Wilson (NW)
Richard De Bomford (NW)
The annual award for the person who has contributed most to the club over the previous year, The
Founders Award, was this year made to Steve Wilson. The Award will be formally presented at a NW
meeting in the near future.

The award is in memory of those founding members who have passes away.
3

At this time of the year our members are regularly called upon to support various events with
impressions of our military past. The first for this season will be the Open House Day on the Domain
(Queen Victoria Powder Magazine) followed by the Eagle Hawk Neck Historical Event, the Sea Farers
Festival at Clarence, the firing of the cannon at the finish line of the Sydney Hobart event with other
events to follow at Sorell and the Hobart Regatta.
On behalf of the Committee I would like to wish all members and their families the very best for the
Christmas and New Year season.
John L

North Western Report
Hello everybody, as Christmas period is getting closer we seem to be getting busier than
normal which makes it harder for members to attend. Our meeting on the 7th October had 13
members and visitors, in attendance, a little down from normal, which may be attributed to
monthly meetings. We have now discussed the possibility of alternating every second month
from a Wednesday to Thursday. This will allow those members that cannot attend on one
night, the ability to attend the alternative day the following month.
I now encourage members to make contact with other persons that have been once or twice,
that have not returned. Here is our chance to get them back and get them involved.
The enthusiasm of those attending is still huge, with many people bringing along their
treasures to show us all. Our show and tell last meeting was varied from, convict and prison
leg irons, glass oiler, 1760/70's Brass blunder Buss, 1940's WW2 Signal Lamp on a stand,
1953 Nagant carbine.
So that's about it for this report and reminder that the next meeting is on 4th November at
Burnie RSL at 7pm.
Cheers
Steve W.

Dates to remember
(Significant Australian history dates)
2 Dec 1914
3 Dec. 1854
7 Dec 1941
10 Dec 1941
12 Dec 1917
1941
20 Dec 1915
25 Dec 1959
1 Jan 1959
8 Jan 1958
9 Jan 1916
22 Jan 1941

First Australian Military aircraft dispatched to war in German N.G.
Battle at Eureka Stockade
Japan attacks Pearl Harbour, RAAF move to Timor.
HMS Prince of Wales and Repulse sunk
HMAS Australia collides with HMS Repulse,
Decision to evacuate civilians from Darwin
Evacuation of ANZAC and Sulva
Australian Battalion in action in Malaya
First sot fired by Australian soldier in Malaya
Last of Royal Australian Regiment leave Korea
Evacuation of Cape Helles
Australians capture Tobruk
4

23 Jan 1968
28 Jan 1915

Milcolt President joins Army Apprentices School
HMAS Australia reaches Plymouth 59,514 miles in 18 months

Militaria Column – objects and history
Was Kitchener’s Inspection Wrecked?
In 1909 the Commonwealth Government arranged for Field Marshal Lord Kitchener to visit
Australia and inspect the Defence Forces and provide a report with his suggestions for the
development of same. This was provided in February 1910.
He suggested some improvements to the 1909 Compulsory Military Service Scheme that the
Australian Government introduced1.
As part of his inspection he travelled to Tasmania to inspect the forces here. His visit was
anticipated and a large exercise was planned to be carried out at Mona Vale and at Ross that
would involve all of Tasmania’s Military Forces with the exception of the Garrison Artillery.
The Commonwealth Military Forces in Tasmania at this time were a mix of,
 Permanent military forces – Staff Officers, Garrison Artillery and Australian
Instructional Corps, District Pay office, Ordnance Department, Corps of
Australian Engineers
 Militia – 12th ALH, Australian Field Artillery (2 batteries), Corps of
Australian Engineers (2 companies), 12th Australian Infantry Regt. ,
Australian Army Medical Corps
 Volunteers – Derwent Regiment, Tasmanian Rangers, Veterinary Department
 Cadets
 Rifle Clubs
Excluding the Cadets and Rifle Clubs there were about 1500 men in all. The Militia were part
paid and Volunteers unpaid.
As part of the preparations and advance party of Engineers went to Ross and surveyed the
camp sites and laid them out including piped water for the Ross site and water troughs at Mona
Vale and sufficient wood supplies. Arrangements were made to hire wagons, carts, horses and
drivers to support the camp and exercise. In all about 1000 men were to be accommodated.
A Medhurst telephone system was installed between Ross and Mona Vale and an experiment
using a search light for field manoeuvres was to be conducted for the first time in Australia.
The camp was to last 8 days and the Garrison Artillery was to go into camp at Fort Nelson on
4th February 1910 and it was anticipated that Lord Kitchener would inspect them at that place
on the 8th February. The itinerary for his visit was that he would arrive by boat at Burnie and
travel by train to Hobart arriving there on the 5th of February 1910 after which he would return
to Ross and inspect the Forces in camp.

1

The Australian Army a History by Robert Grey 2001
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The Light Horse were camping at Mona Vale and the other units at Ross. It was anticipated
that the Derwent Regiment would have reduced numbers as the Huon Company would be
unable to attend as a fruit boat had to be loaded for departure.
On the 5th February a train left Hobart Railway Station at 9.10am carrying members of the
Derwent Regiment and Light Horse. Another train was to follow at 9.40am with further troops,
open wagons carrying spring drays and four horse boxes containing 12 horses and two cattle
boxes containing ten horses. Three more loaded horse trucks were picked up at Brighton
Junction and two more at Stonor. In all approximately 50 horses some of which were supplied
by contractors.
The 9.40am train was running late due to confusion at the Hobart Railway station due to the
lack of an Entraining Officer to organize the Military. The driver managed to make up 13
minutes and left Parattah on time. At some point the train was to pass the Special train carrying
Lord Kitchener to Hobart.
This may have been on Driver Alexanders mind. Not far past the Andover Station on an 8
chain curve and a grade of 1:40 the Engine started to sway causing the truck immediately
behind to jump the rails. Both the Driver and the Brakeman applied brakes but momentum
carried the train onwards.
“A scene of wild confusion ensued. The men in the carriages made a rush for the windows, but
only in one case was an attempt made to get out, and that man paid the penalty by receiving
some injuries.
The leading trucks were quickly smashed to matchwood, whilst some of the others were
telescoped, and mounted one on top of the other, piling the permanent way with a confused
mass of twisted ironwork and broken wood.
A couple of the waggons turned over, and one of them broke away completely from the train,
and rolled down the embankment into a paddock below.
Some of the horses were thrown clear of the trucks after the first shock, others escaped as the
trucks buckled, but the majority of them were completely hemmed in amidst a mass of twisted
iron and broken woodwork. Some of the animals had been killed outright, whilst others were
so frightfully injured that they had to be destroyed. All of the animals were injured. Some of
them escaped with minor injuries only, whilst others have been rendered practically useless.”2
Fortunately no passengers were killed and only one injured.
Another train was sent north from Hobart to meet the Express from Launceston and Lord
Kitchener had to walk around the train wreck to complete his journey to Hobart where he
carried out his inspection and met with Members of the Government. He later returned to both
Ross and Mona Vale to inspect the Exercise.

2

Extract from the Mercury 5th February 1910
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This image taken well after the crash as the track has been repaired and some of the wreckage removed

All the above images from the Denison Heritage Collection
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Taken at Mona Vale
(Note his tunic is in the TMAG Collection Hobart)

Heraldry Column – Uniforms, badges, medals, helmets
12th Australian Light Horse
The 12th Australian Light Horse was raised on 1st JUL 1903 with the issue of General Order 296 by the
Commonwealth Department of Defence which with the passing of the Defence Act 1903 officially
assumed control of the Tasmanian Colonial Military Forces.
The order indicated that D Company 3rd Battalion Tasmanian Infantry3 together with the Ross and
Ulverstone troops of the Tasmanian Mounted Infantry and the Hobart Squadron of the Tasmanian
Mounted Infantry are to be amalgamated into the 12th Australian Light Horse with the territorial title
Tasmanian Mounted Infantry to indicate their lineage.
The locations of the sub units were;
Head Quarters and Machine Gun Section No 1 Squadron –
3

Launceston
Ross and Oatlands

See Cannon Fire Vol 32 No 4 re Lineage of 3rd Battalion Tas Infantry
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No 2 Squadron –
No 3 Squadron –
No 4 Squadron No 5 Squadron -

Longford and Deloraine
Sheffield
Ulverstone and Penguin
Hobart and Brighton

Illustrated below is the Other Ranks Badges. The cap badge is 45mm in height, Officers had a hall
marked silver hat badge with an enamelled garter belt and title scroll.

Image courtesy Richard D
The Officers and ORs uniform4 was khaki cloth Tunic with White gorget collar patches and shoulder
straps with a white ¼ inch edging. Officers Full Dress silver bullion shoulder straps and aiguillettes.
Other ranks cuffs were pointed with a white edging.
Dress trousers two white stripes each 11/16th inch wide down leg ¼ inch apart. The hat khaki fur felt
had a puggaree with Emu feathers. Plain cord riding breeches were worn in field dress. Later the
puggaree changed to include a white fold in the centre.
Officer’s forage Caps had a white band around the crown.
The image below shows LTCOL Cyril St. Clair Cameron’s Dress uniform which is in the Military
Museum of Tasmania collection. You will note his tunic has the rank shown on both the cuff and the
shoulder boards.
The British Army introduced the idea of showing rank on the cuff of Officers tunics and Australia
followed the lead. Here in Australia the style was discontinued in the 1912 Standing Orders for Dress
and Clothing and reverted to rank on the shoulder boards.

4

Reference; Orders for Dress and Clothing , Military Forces of the Commonwealth 1906 Appendix
1(a) and 1(b)
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What appears to have happened is that some officers continued to wear tunics with the cuff
embellishment but removed the rank insignia and wore the rank on shoulder boards, some like Cameron
wore their rank insignia on both shoulder and cuff. Clearly there was some latitude given or taken with
observance of the Dress Regulations.

Image Courtesy John L
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This image taken at Albert Hall in Launceston with a 12th ALH Officer
and a 1pounder Maxim Pom Pom Gun
The 12 Pounder Howitzer in background from Anglesea Barracks.
In 1912 the Regiment was re designated the 12th Light Horse Regiment.

Administrative and Instructional Corps 1921 - 1955
(Australian Instructional Corps)
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The above image appeared initially in Cannon Fire in 2014 and at that time advice was sought as to
which unit they were worn by. At that time the unit was identified as the Australian Instructional Corps
using the 1922 Dress Regulations Para 64.
The A.I.C. were permanent soldiers whose role was to train the members of the Australian Military
Forces and Militia and provide Quartermaster duties to units. As a result of a new publication (see Book
Reviews below) the owner of these shoulder straps has been able to be identified.
He was Douglas Harold UMPHELBY. He was born on 10 Oct 1905 and after passing his Instructional
Course served in the Permanent Military Force in Victoria (VP) with the Regimental Number 3600. The
date of his enlistment has not been able at this time to be determined how ever like many A.I.C. Warrant
Officers he later enlisted in the 2nd A.I.F. (Lieutenant and Captain) and post war served in the Interim
Army (Temporary Major) and C.M.F. (Captain QM).
His service record as an Officer obtained from various List of Officers (which were published
regularly).The below information has been gleaned,
QM
NGVR 8 MD
30 Oct 41 – 30 Mar 42
OC
PIB. Trg. Coy.
12 Mar 43 – 13 Jun 43
SC (A&Q)
Bchs. Morobe Sub Area
14 Jun 43 – 20 Nov 43
SC (A&Q)Bchs HQ Area Comd. Morobe
21 Nov 43 – 24 Jan 44
LO (A&Q)
HQ Finschhafen Base Sub Area
25 Jan 44 – 10 May 44
LO (A&Q)
HQ Madang Base Sub Area
11 May 44 – 3 Sep 44
SC(A)
HQ Area Comd. Madang
4 Sep 44- 10 Sep 45
SO SC
HQ Vic. L of C Area
11 Sep 45 – 10 Mar 46
SO SC
HQ S Comd
11 Mar 46 – 28 Feb 47
SO Senior Cadets Att. HQ S Comd.
1 Mar 47 – 14 Oct 48
SO SC (and Adm. Comd.) HQ 3 Cadet Bn.
15 Oct 48 – 31 Dec 50
AH HQ S Comd. for duty in connection with recruiting
1 Jan 51 – 14 Jun 51
15 NS Trg. Bn.
15 Jun 51 – 25 Feb 52
SC DPA AHQ
26 Feb 52
GSO3 DMT AHQ
22 Jul 54 – at least 1 Jul 59
SC = Qualified at a Senior Staff Course 1939 or satisfactorily carried out the duties of
Instructor at the Staff School (Australia)
PIB = Papuan Infantry Battalion

Webbing Column
Rucksacks in Australian Service 1945 - 1990 - John L
Bergen Rucksack 1945
I have little information on this rucksack. I have seen one other and it also was marked on the main
pocket flap in a similar way. 6 Camp Hospital is shown on the T Command, April 1952, Order of Battle
Statement and was a 10 bed hospital at Brighton camp.
The large main pocket has four equally sized smaller pockets sewn on the outside. Inside the stencilled
marking
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D↑D
L&O 1945
can be found. It has the normal tubular steel frame common to Bergen’s and all straps are khaki web
with brass fittings. I have no further information on this Bergen and would appreciate any information
you might have.
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British Bergen Rucksack
The Bergen rucksack allegedly had its origins in Norway hence the name. It was introduced into British
service in 1942. It has a tubular metal frame with a mix of khaki webbing and leather straps. The main
pocket has three pockets sewn to the exterior, one large central one and two equally sized side pockets.
The inside of all pockets is rubberised to water proof the contents. It was largely restricted to use by
airborne, commando and Special Air Service units. It remained in service until the 1980’s. It is included
in this article as whilst I have yet to find official purchase of the Bergen it is clear that it was widely
used in Malaya by Australian Infantry as the below image shows and indicates it was non issue.
COPYRIGHT IMAGE
Australian War Memorial
Photographs search HOB/56/0480/MC
For image of British Bergen
Troops of D Company, 2nd Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment (2RAR), leaving the open lallang
grass area for the jungle, whilst on an eight day patrol during Operation Shark North. Although the standard
web equipment issued in Malaya was 1944 pattern, the two soldiers in the rear are carrying non issue
packs because of their enhanced carrying capacity. The lack of packs on the remainder of the group might
indicate that this element could be a small escort patrol sent out from their platoon's temporary base not far
from the road head to bring in two reinforcement soldiers - the two rear soldiers. The rearmost soldier
(foreground) is armed with a Rifle Number 5, jungle carbine.
25 May 56

Australian SAS soldiers trained regularly with their British counterparts from 1957 onwards. Given that
at this time Australia was still using the Pattern 1908 Rucksack our Troopers attending SAS courses in
the UK would have been embarrassed with our equipment. I have anecdotal evidence that these
Bergen’s were acquired and brought back to Australia and as a consequence an Australian Bergen was
made.
You will notice two short sections of 1.5 inch wide web straps sewn to the shoulder straps. The
Emergency Pouches for Pattern 37 webbing could be attached to these straps. The Emergency Pouch is
similar to the Pattern 37 Ammunition Pouch but slightly larger and uses a wider shoulder strap.
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FIELD PACK BERGEN (Short name)
Field Pack, Bergen Type, Green, Completed with Frame
8465-66-032-4849
Change History 9 DEC 78 (with other dates thru to 17 Aug 93)
Users AA22, NA22, RA125
I have two of these Bergen’s one is marked,
?CP
8465-66-017-8435
/85 ↑
and the other
8465-66-017-8455
ROMAN ↑ 1970
Apart from the mildew resistant green cotton duck material and green webbing straps the design is
exactly the same except for the two short sections of strap sewn to the shoulder straps. You will note
they are the same width as the shoulder strap. I can think of no item that can be affixed to these straps.
These Bergen’s can also be found minus their frame and I have anecdotal evidence that some SAS
Troopers preferred to carry them that way. My example with out frame came from a SAS source and
shows much wear.

5

The User codes are not known although I believe that RA12 is RAAF this information is from the
Ordnance catalogue.
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COPYRIGHT IMAGE
Australian War Memorial
Photographs search FAI/70/0309/VN
For image of Australian Bergen
Trooper (Wladyslaw) Roger ("Kaz") Kaczmarek of Croydon Park, SA, his face camouflaged, on patrol. The
Special Air Services (SAS) men creep through the jungle to spy on the enemy to provide raw intelligence for
the Australian Task Force Commander to act upon.
This image shows the Bergen without its frame, also interesting is the flash suppressor cut down and sling
swivel removed – SAS could get away with any thing

FIELD PACK, COMBAT
Field Pack, Combat, ”ALICE” Medium, Duck, Nylon, Olive Green, 4 Pockets, Water Repellent,
W/Draw Cord
8465-01-019-9102
Users AA12, NA22, ZE01
FIELD PACK, COMBAT
Field Pack, Combat, ”ALICE” Medium, Duck, Nylon, Olive Green, 7 Pockets, Water Repellent,
W/ Large carrying Hangers
8465-01-019-9103
Users AA12, NA22, ZE01, ZN01, ZZ01, ZK01
In US service the nomenclature for these packs were,
Field Pack, Combat, Nylon, Medium, LC 1
And Field, Pack, Combat, Nylon, Large LC1
The NATO Stock No’s remained the same
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These two packs were part of the ALICE equipment (All-purpose Lightweight Individual Carrying
Equipment) introduced in 1972 as M-1972 but changed to LC-1. Any change to any part and it became
LC-2 (e.g. Belt Individual LC-1 had a brass buckle and Belt Individual LC-2 had a plastic quick release
buckle).
Whilst ALICE Equipment was not introduced as a unit in Australia some items were when stocks
exhausted (WSE) of components of the M-1956 Equipment which the Australian Army used up until the
M1987 DPCU Equipments were introduced6.
The three external pockets on the Medium pack had a greater depth than those on the seven pocket pack.
Because of their extra height/depth there were no external attachment points for extra straps or
equipment.
These extra points are visible on the sides of the pack below. These points are either side of the three
large lower pockets and to the sides of the three central smaller pockets above the lower external
pockets.
Why did Australia acquire these packs in 1985/86. One of the user codes above is likely to be 3rd
(Parachute Battalion) Royal Australian Regiment and the others units with a Parachute Qualification
requirement. The Parachute and harness used are of US origin and were designed to accommodate the
LC-1 Field packs being attached to the front of the harness upside down below the reserve chute.
Once clear of the aircraft and the parachute deployed the field pack is released and is suspended below
the trooper on a line.

6

Belt Individual LC-2, Suspenders LC-1, First Aid Dressing Case LC-1 and Field Pack CombatLC-1
were issued here in Tasmania to ARES units as in lieu items for exhausted stocks of M-1956
components.
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Field Pack, Combat, ”ALICE” Medium, Duck, Nylon, Olive Green, 7 Pockets

This Field Pack was issued to 167295 WOI Stan Walker
RSM 3 RAR

Arms Column
Hills Patent Self Extracting Revolver
William James Hill and Company operated in Birmingham 1860 – 1897. In 1878 Hill was granted a
patent No 3645 for a Hills Patent Self Extracting system for revolvers. In addition to his own arms this
patent was used by Braendlin, Francotte and Stanley on revolvers manufactured by them.
It was unusual in that once the cartridges had been fired the barrel was pivoted up wards to a point
where the extractor ejected the spent cases to the ground. The revolvers can be found in a number of
calibres.

20
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Note how the actuating arm pushes the protruding extractor extension
causing the cartridges to be ejected

Edged Weapons Column
Nil submissions

Artillery Column
36 pounder NAVAL KARRONADE
The gun was manufactured in 1847 at the Alexandrovsky Plant in Petrozavodsk, then and now,
a significant city 300km north of St. Petersburg not too far from the modern Russian-Finnish
border. Peter the Great established the plant and named it after Alexander Nevskiy, a famous
Russian Count (Knyaz) who defeated the German knights on 5 April 1242 and who is locally
regarded as a Patron Saint. The city was founded in 1703 for the purpose of producing cannon
and anchors for the Baltic Fleet. Production ceased in 1734 but resumed in 1773 at the new
foundry where this gun was cast.
The Directors of the new foundry up until the appointment of Boutenev were from the United
Kingdom or France. Indeed the Karronade at Launceston was cast during the Directorship of
John Armstrong, a Scotsman. Initially the Carron Company in Scotland exported guns to
Russia but financial difficulties led to its director moving to the Alexandrovsky Plant in 17867.
The Director in 1843 was Nikolay Fedorovich Boutenev, initially a mining engineer; he took
over the plant around 1820 and remained as director until the late1840ies. He was the creator
7

Sabretache Vol XLII, March 2001, Journal and Proceedings of the Military Historical Society of
Australia, John(Ivan) Armstrong – Russian Cannon Maker, Major R S Billet MA.
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of the Mineralogy Office and Mining museum at the plant. He was also a collector of Masonic
manuscripts and other book rarities. He established a library for literate workers.
The gun is a KARONAD. They were lighter and shorter than 36-pound POUSHKA (cannon).
The latter were set up at lower decks and they could shoot for longer distances. The Carronade
as designed in the Carron Company could fire a large shot over a shorter range with great
effect on wooden hulled ships. The gun in Hobart is of the type assigned for close combat and
set up on 2nd and 3rd decks of battleships in the Russian Navy.
The Russians placed the naval cannon on Garrison Carriages for use in the Crimean War. On
these carriages the Karronades had the ability to be used as howitzers or mortars.
Having examined the vent field it is certain that the means of ignition was a flintlock. This
method of ignition was adopted by the Royal Navy as early as 1755. Flint Lock ignition
became the norm in naval guns but was uncommon in field artillery.8
In 1858 The British government gave Australian Colonies captured Russian Guns from the
Crimean War in recognition of their contribution to the Royal Patriotic Fund. The amounts
raised by each of the States was,
New South Wales 64 916 pounds
South Australia
6 297
Tasmania
28 375
Victoria
47 711
Western Australia
8189
Royal Warrant created the charitable Royal Patriotic Fund on 13 October 1854 for providing
assistance for the widows, orphans and dependents of members of the Armed Services. It still
exists today. Both in Australia and in England newspapers printed lists of names of those
people who donated and the amounts given.
Many guns were captured and within England, cities and towns vied to have a gun given to
them. They are still evident in many English Cities and Towns and one can also be found at the
Tower of London.
The guns allocated to the Australian Colonies are located
,
Melbourne
2 (outside Victoria Barracks, St Kilda Road. Both 36 pounders)
Sydney 2 (In Centennial Park, Both 36 pounders)
Adelaide
2 ( Entrance to Torrens Barracks. Both 24 pounders)
Hobart
1 (Anglesea Barracks)
Launceston
1 (City Park. 36 pounder)10
What is significant is that given Tasmania’s small population compared with both New South
Wales and Victoria a substantial amount of money was raised by comparison.11
8

British Smoothbore Artillery; A Technological Study David McConnell, Ministry of Supply and
Services Canada 1988
9
www.argo.net.au/andre/trophysCWENFIN ,Russian - Australia Military Connections , Vladimir
Kroupnik and Elena Govor
10
War Trophies, From the First World War 1914 – 1918, Major R.S. Billett
11
www.populstat.info/oceana/australc.htm 1856 NSW population 266,200; Victoria 548,900;
Tasmania 90,000
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The Hobart Trophy was located in Franklin Square at least until World War 2 and for a time it
was lost to public view. Brigadier Dollery located the barrel of the Karronade in a Hobart City
pound at Sandy Bay and the carriage at another Hobart Citty Depot in 1950 and wrote to the
Town Clerk asking if it could be placed at the reserve at the entrance to the barracks. The
Hobart City Council agreed to this and it was relocated to its present site at Anglesea Barracks
after it was restored at Tasmania Command Workshops in 195112. The relocation was not
without comment as Letters to the Editor, Mercury noted that whilst the restoration was
admirable it was a gift to Hobart and it should not be in the hands of Defence13. In the
correspondence attempts were made to decipher the Russian script but the Registrar of the
University was not very accurate or more than likely lacked the resources14. What is also
evident from the correspondence is that te removal of the Der Morser and 70punder Armstrong
from the Cenotaph to Brighton camp was tied to the donation.

Franklin Square 1885 (Archives Tasmania PH5/1/22)

“In 1917 these guns were nearly returned to Russia. On 18 January 1917, the Prime Minister
Mr. WM. Hughes, wrote to the governor-general requesting him to telegraph the following
message to the Secretary of State for the Colonies:
Representations have been made that Russia would very highly appreciate the return of
cannon captured during the Crimean War and now held by Commonwealth of State
Governments throughout Australia. It is thought that this would be regarded as an outward
and visible sign of the inward spirit of the entente with Russia, which the Russian Government
12

File 1015/IT/3 Histories and Restorations of old guns and cannons, Military Museum of Tasmania
Mercury Newspaper 12 Oct 1950, Letter to Editor, See also The Mercury 30 May 1951.
14
File 1015/IT/3 1 Jun 1951 file note
13
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and people would value very greatly. Shall be glad to learn if there is any objection to
proposed action.
The Secretary of State raised no objection, but pointed out that due to a shortage of shipping
tonnage, it might be difficult or undesirable to return the guns. To which the prime Minister
replied that there was no problem as Japanese tonnage was available to Vladivostok. It would
appear that the October Revolution of 1917 intervened, as the Crimean trophies remained in
Australia.”15
Both the Tasmanian guns are of a different design to those in the other three states in that they
are Naval Karronades whereas the others are cannon. They have no muzzle swell as depicted
in the photographs of the cannons below where in lies their visual difference.
Their general history is also of some import both in their production and subsequent
deployment and capture in the Crimea however there real significance to Tasmania lies in the
reason why they came here in the first instance. Recognition by the British Government of the
financial contribution Tasmanians made to the Patriotic Fund.

Sydney

Melbourne
RIGHT TRUNNION

15

www. argo.net.au/andre/tropheysCWENFIN ,Russian - Australia Military Connections , Vladimir
Kroupnik and Elena Govor
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36 (pounder)
Poushka-Karronad (cannon – karronade)
142.5 ( poud is a Russian unit of measure equal to 16kg. Gun weight 2,280kg)
1847 (year made

LEFT TRUNNION
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N 30139 (gun number)
АЛЕКСАНДРОВСКИЙ ЗАВОД ( the six letters are an abbreviation for
ALEXANDROVSKIY ZAVOD means plant or works)
НАЧ. (abbreviation for НАЧАЛЬНИК which means DIRECTOR, the final word is
the name BOUTENEV)

CASCABLE

M A (Morskaya Artilleria means Naval Artillery)16
16

Translations provided by Vladimir Kroupnik, personal communication.
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Tasmanian War Memorials and Honour Boards – John L
Royal Australian Signals Memorial, Anglesea Barracks, Hobart
The first Bath Inn sat on the old line of the Midlands Highway just south of Oatlands however with the
realignment of the road about 1000m to the east it was impracticable to trade on in its location. This Inn
is now the homestead Lemon Springs the entrance to which is at the southern end of the overtaking lane
on the southern approach to Oatlands. A new Inn was built in 1843 and retained the same name. This
Inn too suffered due to another Midlands Highway realignment and sat for many years in a derelict
condition on the side of Lemon Hill to the east of the present overtaking lane referred to above. It was
burnt out in 1971
The land on which it sat was purchased by MAJ J Hall ED, RL who found it was unsuitable for
restoration and decided to donate the doorway to the Signals Association for the purposes of a
memorial. At this time COL P. H. G. Oxley OBE17 was the Commandant of 6th Military District and
MAJ D. Crosby his CRE18.
Arrangements were put in place to remove the stone with Army personnel and I understand from MAJ
Crosby that COL Oxley made a semi formal event out of the operation. Lunch served on white table
cloths etc.
The doorway was subsequently re erected at the Barracks and dedicated 15 October 1995.

Image circa 1961
Courtesy Dennison Heritage Collection

17

Commandant 6MD 1969 – 1973. He was known affectionately by his initials as Plaques,
Headstones and Guns because he gathered numerous of the latter and had plaques engraved for each.
18
Crosby was an Ex Army Apprentice and Commander Royal Engineers 6 MD
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The doorway is described by Eric Ratcliff as having a Romanesque appearance and believes the design
of the Inn is possibly by James Blackburn19.
The Memorial has been located in a position to create the perception of an entrance portal to a space at
the Barracks that includes the 99th Regiment Memorial, Peace keepers Memorial, Korean Memorial, a
Memorial to ARES members who died whist on duty and a number of headstones from St David’s Park
that memorised early British Army service men who died in Hobart. These were salvaged by Oxley and
set in a sandstone wall which forms a backdrop to the space.
The Signals Memorial includes on the inside face two of those headstones plus plaques with the names
of all Tasmanian Signallers and the dates of their deaths. It includes the name of my relative TX 4099
John Lennox who served in WWII and survived the sinking of his troop ship in the Indian Ocean by U
Boat 510.

Front façade of Bath Inn doorway
With 99th Memorial in background

19

A Far Microcosm, Building and Architecture in VDL and Tasmania 1803-1914, Eric Ratcliff
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Rear façade of doorway
The two headstones are visible. The Plaque to the right of doorway
is a temporary one and will be replaced when there is sufficient for a new
bronze plaque to be cast.

Conservation of your Collectables

MILCOLT PRESERVATION
Background of conservation theory
Collectors often confuse conservation, restoration, repair and reproduction processes.
Restoration is returning surfaces and parts to their original appearance, in doing so, valuable
original materials such as paint films, wear marks, shallow engraving and plating are lost.
Repair is the substitution, hopefully, with like materials, for missing or damaged parts. While
this restores function to the object, any broken parts removed may lose valuable historical
evidence from missing serial numbers and brands, machining marks and altering the
metallurgical basis of the parts.
Reproduction is the creation of new objects or weapons that are exact replicas of historic
objects. Reproductions are great for exhibitions and shows and allow usage of machines that
may be too rare to use as originals or no longer existing like Roman siege weapons.
Otherwise, reproductions have no conservation value unless they are very old reproductions
such as model steam engines from the 1880’s.
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Conservation is the ideal process advocated by the national, state and national bodies charged
with preservation of historic materials. ICOMOS20 and AICCM21 Australia have ethical
standards for conservation based on a widely used agreement in Australia called the Burra
Charter22.
Conservation is about preserving as much of the original as possible, without alteration or
substitution in the original context of the object. Moving an aircraft hanger for instance loses
the provenance of the building orientation to other buildings destroys valuable archaeological
evidence and physical foundations and loses the context of the surroundings for example an
adjacent air control tower.
In the case of an object like a rifle, besides not losing associated items like bolt covers ,
magazines or cleaning bottles and ram rods the ongoing preservation of letters, documents,
manuals photographs and associated materials is very important .
Another aspect of conservation is making only necessary repairs and marking them so that
they are not confused with original materials. A date stamp like 2015 or a neutral colour can
be used to mark substituted parts. Original broken parts should be retained in acid free plastic
bags clearly marked.
Any repair processes should be documented in photographs and video and written records for
all large objects like vehicles, mortars, rifles and artillery.
Heritage collections and museums, unlike us collectors, are not very interested in functioning
weapons or appearance; they are more interested in authenticity and completeness of objects
and research.

Metal Conservation
Each material in an object will have its own problems for conservation and long term
preservation.
Metals are a large part of military collections in ordnance, vehicles, medals and equipment.
Each metal has its own needs. The first category is ferrous metals
Most large military objects such as artillery pieces and vehicles contain large amounts of metal
.and ferrous or iron based metal is the most common metal in military materials.
Most ferrous materials fall into categories of wrought iron, cast iron and steel and special alloy
steels
Wrought iron
Fibrous at fracture face [iron silicate]
Mildly corrosion resistant
Quite soft
Works and self-welds easily
20

International Council on Monuments and Sites
Australian Institute for the Conservation of Cultural Material
22
australia.icomos.org/wp-content/uploads/BURRA_CHARTER.pdf
21
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Found in very early muskets and equipment before about 1850
Cast irons
Crystalline visible facets in fracture face
Corrode slowly but pit deeply
Very hard, up to 6% carbon.
Can only be cut and welded with difficulty [fillers and pre heating]
Some 20 Century cast iron is somewhat malleable but most are brittle.
Found in Georgian and Victorian cannon barrels and in structural supports, grenade cases,
shells and engine cylinder blocks and lots of small fittings and tools.
Carbon Steels
Silvery fracture face
Corrode quickly to very quickly
Low carbon to high carbon .1 – 1 % Carbon
High carbon steel can be hardened and then tempered to a set hardness.
Low carbon can be case hardened [on the surface only]
Low carbon mild steel is used as a substitute for wrought iron
[Often found inserted as repair in wrought iron]
Good traditional tool steels are high carbon steel.
Found in older rifle barrels, blades, tools and non-moving machine parts.
Alloy steels
Resist fracturing
Corrode badly [except stainless steels]
Very tough and strong alloys with nickel, titanium, chrome, vanadium and
molybdenum.
Huge range of appearance and requires special heat and tempering processes.
Inappropriate to use stainless steels, except in hidden structural reinforcement.
Harder to cut, weld and temper; repairs are difficult to any original parts.
Used for armour plate, vehicle axles, springs and shafts, common in modern barrels
from 1880 onward.
Environmental factors for steels
Humidity
High humidity causes fast oxidation of iron [red rust] < 45% Relative Humidity is
best
In solution surface water becomes an electrolyte with any surface salts or acids
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and starts pockets of corrosion in any surface faults.

Figure 1 Oxidation steel [Wikipedia]
Temperature
High temperature increases the rate of chemical oxidation reactions [hot stoves,
sunlight] and speeds up the rate of other corrosion Interactions and electrolysis.
Electrolysis
Higher activity metals like aluminium alloys, [Fig. 2] copper, brass in contact or
solution form electrolyte cells [exactly like a leaky battery] and pit and cavitate [form
cavities in] iron.

Figure 2 Electrolytic corrosion iron and aluminium
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Salty air or water forms chlorides with very fast corrosion potential
and with electrolysis is a killer in boats and naval relics.
NEXT TIME
Treatments for iron and steel to clean and prevent corrosion and simple
repairs and restorations
Under the Burra Charter it is vital to:
Research the object
Replace only what is needful
Authentic materials
Mark inserts
Record and archive
Use the minimum intervention required to clean and maintain objects without
substantial alterations.
Cleaning
Solvent
Acetone
Petroleum
Traditional turpentine
Acids [hydrochloric, citric, tannic, phosphoric [CAREFUL]
Alkalis [sodium hydroxide]
Physical
Picks and scalpels
Soft wire wheels [hard plastic good]
Steel and brass wools
Abrasive papers
Sand and baking powder blasting
Electro – treatment and ultrasonics
Electrolytic tank cleaning
Ultrasound
Metal deposition
Coatings
Oils
Waxes [Beeswax, carnauba, monocrystalline]]
Paints Traditional oil paints BUT lead not permitted
PVA coating and epoxies
Pickling tannic acid [browning and bluing]
Processes used ferrous materials are
Cutting
Forging
Upsetting
Bending
Welding
Punching
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Riveting
Swaging
Hardening and Tempering
Plating

Book Reviews and Useful websites
SKILFULLY DRILLED, A History of the Australian Instructional Corps 1921 – 1955
Ronald Millbank, 2015, Published by Echo Books
This book arose from a fourteen year study of the A.I.C. and a subsequent thesis by the Author.
The book has a card cover, perfect bound and 343 pages. Not only does the author provide a detailed
history of the Corps but also includes vignettes of various members of the Corps but also the significant
role the A.I.C. had in the development of our military forces during the period of its existence.
What is most useful are the tables in the Appendices listing all the Members of the A.I.C. Used in
conjunction with other primary sources it will enable collectors to find out a great deal more about the
individuals who may have owned items in their collections.
I should have preferred if the included images had been printed on quality paper. Not withstanding the
book is a very valuable addition to our understanding of the A.I.C. and its dominant role in the
development of our military forces. Highly commended.
RRP $34.50 from Echo Books

If you are interested in NSW Uniforms.

Next Collection
www.uniformsotw.com/products/cd7.htm
This CD contains 100 illustrations of uniforms worn by the Volunteer, Military,
Maritime and Police forces, and cadets ... Courtesy of the Monarch Military
Museum.
If you are interested in Firearm Values (US $)
https://bluebookofgunvalues.com/

Club Notes
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John, Kelvin, John, Phil, Derrick and Bob
Queen Victoria Powder Magazine
Open House Day 2015
Meetings
Re Enactments
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